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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
I en kokvattenreaktor finns flera bränslepatroner staplade, innehållandes 

bränslepinnar. Bränslepinnarna har en individuell värmeeffekt som beror på bland annat 

bränslemängden och bränslepinnarnas position. Bränslet består huvudsakligen av uran. I härden 

används vatten som både kylmedel och moderator.  

En viktig parameter som används rikligt när man vill analysera termodynamiken i härden är void. Den 

definieras som andelen ånga som bildats i en specificerad volym jämfört med den totala volymen 

ockuperad av fluid. Detta begrepp är viktigt i ett termodynamiskt perspektiv och har därmed stor 

betydelse igenom detta projekt. Genom vetskapen av hur voiden är fördelad i varje bränslepatron kan 

man reglera effektfördelningen för att undvika ojämn radiell utbrändhet i bränslepinnarna.  En ojämn 

radiell utbrändhet i patronerna innebär att vissa av bränslepinnar kommer blir helt utbrända innan de 

andra vilket medför att patronerna måste bytas innan allt bränsle har förbrukats.  

Westinghouse POLCA8 är ett program som simulerar varje bränslepatron som en en-dimensionell 

kanal och ger därmed axiella fördelningen av parametena. Denna kopplas med ett kanalfördelat 
simulations program VIPRE-W för att få fram de termodynamiska parameters fördelning runt 

varje bränslepinne. Dessa program ägs av Westinghouse Electric AB i Västerås och projektet 

utförs i Westinghouse under handledning av Jean-Marie Le Corre och Sten-Örjan Lindahl.  

Reaktorkärnan som simuleras kan ses som en ”minikärna” då den består av 4 bränslepatroner jämfört 

men en verklig reaktorkärna som består av 400–700 patroner. Dessa patroner är placerade som en 

symmetrisk kvadrat och innehåller vardera 8x8 bränslepinnar som i sin tur även är kvadratiskt 

placerade.  

Data som extraheras från POLCA8 används som randvillkor i det kanalfördelade 

simulationsprogrammet VIPRE-W och vad dessa består av beskrivs i kapitel 6.4. Även effekten på 

bränslepinnarna används som en input i VIPRE-W. Allt gränssnitt är utfört i 

programmeringsprogrammet Matlab.  

Målet med detta projekt var dels att hitta ett sätt att koppla dessa två simulationsprogram och dels att 

analysera hur void är distribuerad i reaktorkärnan samt att jämföra resultaten för POLCA8 och 

VIPRE-W. Under projektets gång visade det sig att kopplingen av programmen var mer komplicerat 
än vad som ursprungligen förutsetts. Det jag lärde mig under detta projekt var att när man gör en 
koppling av program så är det viktigt att se till så att allt verkligen funkar innan man börjar annalysera 
någon specifik parameter. Av den anledningen har jag i detta projekt lagt största fokuset till att 
bevisa att kopplingen är pålitlig genom att jämföra och analysera resultaten för båda programmen vid 
simulation av olika modeller.

Slutresultatet visade att det finns relativt stora skillnader på de termiska grundläggande modellerna 

i simulationsprogrammen som orsakar brist i konsistensen mellan koderna. Osäkerheterna kan även 

orsakas av andra geometriska faktorer. Detta undersöks och presenteras i denna rapport där jag har 

gjort ett flertal simulationer med olika modeller. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Boiling water reactor 
BWR is a light water type nuclear reactor that uses enriched Uranium-235 as fuel to generate electrical 

power. Light water is used both as the coolant and moderator. The biggest difference between a boiling 

water reactor and a pressure water reactor is that in the BWR there is a single circuit where the water 

boils over the reactor core and the steam is then transported to the turbine. In the PWR, on the other 

hand, there exists two circuits, where the first circuit consists of the heated water from the reactor core 

that does not boil. The heated water exchanges heat, in its path, with a lower pressure water system 
and is then transported to the second circuit where steam is created to the turbine.  [1] 

The reactor assembly of a BWR is built as a cylindrical tank with a half spherical shape at the top and 

at the bottom. The main components of the assembly are the reactor vessel and the reactor core, the 

steam separator assembly and the steam dryer assembly. The reactor vessel is the metal sheet 

surrounding the nuclear reactor core that contains the fuel assemblies and the control rods. At the top 

of the reactor vessel there is an opening allowing the vapor-liquid mixture, from the core, to continue 

its path upwards towards the steam separator assembly where steam is separated from the mixture 

before heading to the steam dryer assembly. The steam content by weight is above 90 % before 

leaving the steam separator assembly. In the steam dryer assembly, the steam is for the last time 

separated from maintained water drops and the steam content is now 99.9 % before transferred to the 

turbines outside the reactor core. [2] 

A part of the water flowing into the core comes from the bypass valves where water from the steam 

separator assembly and steam dryer assembly is collected. That way it is certain that there is always 

water flowing into the core and thus assured coolant. [2] 

The nuclear fuel consists of UO2 pellets stacked upon each other into a Zircaloy-2 cladding tube creating 

the fuel rods. A number of rods are then assembled together to form a fuel bundle which in turn is 

placed in a fuel box called fuel assembly. The number of fuel rods in an assembly can vary from 64 up 

to 121 minus a number of hollow water rods. These rods are Zircaloy-2 tubes with small holes at the 

upper and lower ends which allows water to flow through and thus introducing moderating material in 

the interior of the fuel bundles. This means that these hollow rods will have zero power when 

simulated in the codes. Some selected rods in each assembly are blended with gadolinium, which 

absorbs neutrons and thus controls the fission rate [3] [4]. Another way to control the fission rate in 

the reactor core, in a more abrupt way, is the use of control rods. Control rods contain the neutron 

absorbing material boron and is used for maintaining the desired rate of fission reaction inside the 

reactor core. The control rods are inserted from under the BWR, between four fuel assemblies, and 

can be extracted or inserted as much as desired depending on if the aim is to increase or decrease the 

reactivity of the reactor [5]. In this report fuel spacers are also mentioned as this affects the thermal 

hydraulic performance in a BWR regarding pressure drops which are discussed in section 5.2.1. Fuel 

spacers are vital components of the fuel pins which are used to maintain the desired space between the 

fuel pins in the assemblies [10]. 

1.2 Problem approach 
The Westinghouse POLCA8 and VIPRE-W are two codes used to do various simulations of a reactor 

core. In this thesis the codes will be used only to extract the thermal-hydraulic behavior inside a BWR 

core. In POLCA8 each fuel assembly is simulated as a one-dimensional channel accounting for axial 

variations. VIPRE-W is, on the other hand, a sub-channel analysis code and can thus be seen as a 

three-dimensional approach of the thermal-hydraulic behavior.  

This thesis has been focusing on creating an interface for the coupling between the codes POLCA8 

and the sub-channel analysis code VIPRE-W. The interface has been done in Matlab since it is the 

code I have most experience in.  
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The reason for the coupling is to be able to quantify the limitation of a one-dimensional approach in 

POLCA8 compared to the sub-channel approach in VIPRE-W in the rod-level (i.e. the average 

parameter values around each fuel rod).  

There are many interesting and important thermal-hydraulic parameters to investigate inside a reactor 

core, but this thesis is restricted to only analyze three parameters; mass flux, quality and void. Mass 

flux is analyzed to verify that mass is conserved inside the core. Quality is a parameter related to 

enthalpy and thus important to verify energy conservation. Quality will be further explained in section 

5.1 in this report. Void is the most important parameter to analyze in this coupling. The reason for that 

is that void is a parameter directly related to the power, or for the rod-level case directly related to the 

pin power. The pin power is only extracted from POLCA8 and used as an input to VIPRE-W through 

the interface that converts all values from POLCA8 into a suitable format for VIPRE-W. Even though 

each assembly is viewed as a one-dimensional channel in POLCA8, the pin power is extracted in a 3-

dimensional approach. Thus, depending on the pin power one will get different values for void at rod 

level. Void will be further discussed in section 5.1. 

1.2.1 The simulated core 
The design of the BWR core that will be simulated and examined in this thesis only consist of 2x2 fuel 

assemblies. The reactor core can thus be regarded as a “mincore”, since in reality there exist several 

hundred fuel assemblies in a BWR core. Each fuel assembly in the simulated core are denoted as A1, 

A2, B1 and B1 respectively, as seen in figure 1.1a. In the corner of the northwest assembly (i.e. 

assembly A1) a control blade is inserted. The control blade is inserted 70 % in this investigation. Each 

assembly contains 8x8 fuel rods as seen in figure 1.1b. The core has a height of 3.86 meters.  

Figure 1.1a: The ”mini core” used for the analysis in this thesis. 

Figure 1.1b: Representation of how each assembly contains 8x8 fuel pins. 

1.2.3 Goals 

• Find a way to couple the code POLCA8 with the sub-channel analysis code VIPRE-W in a

proper way.
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• Demonstrate explicit that the interface works as expected by checking the consistency of the

thermal-hydraulic parameters in both codes.

• Discuss the reason behind potentially inconsistencies between the codes.

• Demonstrate the void distribution by extracting the rod-level values for void in each

assembly.

2. Background

2.1 Nodes and sub-channels 
Node is an important concept in both POLCA8 and VIPRE-W. In each of these codes, the fuel 

assemblies are axial divided into nodes. In POLCA8 each assembly is divided into 25 nodes and in 

VIPRE-W 100 nodes. Each of the nodes have the same axial length. In POLCA8 there is something 

called sub-nodes where the nodes are yet again axial divided into smaller nodes. There are 37 sub-

nodes which can all have different axial lengths.  

In both codes each thermal-hydraulic parameter is given for each node or sub-node. This implies that 

we will get 37 axial values in POLCA8. In VIPRE-W each node is further radial divided into sub-

channels. In this thesis there are 77 sub-channels which implies that VIPRE-W will extract 77 radial 

values for each of the 100 nodes.   

Figure 2.1: Cross-sections of the nodes I VIPRE-W and in POLCA8. In VIPRE-W one sees the sub-channels. 

2.2 Pin power 
Pin power is only extracted from POLCA8 and as the name suggest it is the power of each fuel pin (or 

fuel rod). Each fuel rod has its own individual power that axial increases with the elevation. This means 

that for each sub-node in POLCA8 we will get different pin-power values for each fuel rod. 

The pin power is directly dependent on the void. If the void is high, then that means the pin power is 

also high and if the void is low then pin power will also be low. This is easily explained since if the 

parameter void is high then that means that these regions have higher fission rate which yields more 

heat, i.e. power.  
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The power of the fuel rods varies depending on where in the assembly they are located. The rods 

closer to the control blade will have less power for obvious reasons. There also exist hollow water 

rods in the assemblies, which will increase the power of the fuel rods surrounding these. 

2.3 Mass flux 
Mass flow rate is a fundamental concept in physics, thus also fundamental when doing thermal-

hydraulic simulations of a BWR [7]. Mass cannot be created nor destroyed, thereby we know that the 

mass flow inside a fuel assembly must remain constant. That means that the same amount coolant fluid 

going into the assembly must go out. The flow per unit time is called the mass flow rate. From the 

conservation of mass, we know that the mass flow rate through the assembly must also be conserved. 

The mass flow rate is given by: 

𝑊 =
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
 (2.1) 

where dm is the cross-sectional mass and dt is the differential time. 

Another related concept is the mass flux which is the amount of mass flow passing through a unit area. 

This parameter will be used actively in this report because it is a good way to check the consistency of 

the mass flow between the codes without having to take the area into account. Mass flux is given by: 

𝐺 =
𝑊

𝐴
  (2.2) 

Mass flux has the unit kg/s/m2 and can therefore also be calculated by: 

     𝐺 = 𝜌𝑣       (2.3) 

where ρ is the fluid phase density and 𝑣 is the fluid phase velocity. 

2.4 Void 
In nuclearphysics and engineering, void is a parameter used to characterize the vapor-liquid flow in 

the nuclear reactor core. It is defined by the fraction of the total vapor volume by the total vapor-liquid-

mixture flow volume: 

 𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑 ≡
𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒+𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
 (2.4) 

By definition in equation 2.4, void is, in simpler terms, the percentage of the total flow volume occupied 

by vapor. Since void is dependent on the amount of vapor, it is also dependent on the heating power, in 

this case the pin power. In a nuclear reactor, as the moderator gets heated by the pin power the vapor 

rises in the core leading to higher void at the upper region of the core.  

It is of great value to know how the void is distributed around each fuel pin for it gives information on 

how to regulate the pin power and accomplish a more even void distribution inside the fuel assemblies. 

This is important for both environmental and economic reasons. If the void distribution is remarkable 

uneven it will lead to a significant uneven burnup in the bundles, causing a need to change a whole 

assembly even when some pins are not totally burned up yet. 

Void is further analyzed in chapter 5.1 of this report. 

3. POLCA8
POLCA8 is a three-dimensional deterministic program that simulates the neutronic, thermal and 

hydraulic behavior of a BWR core in a static condition. It is based on cross-sections from the 2-

dimensional lattice code PHOENIX. Unlike POLCA8, PHOENIX looks at radial cross-sections of an 

assembly, meaning that it does not take under consideration impacts from neighboring assemblies. This 

usually creates a tilted power distribution inside the assembly. POLCA8 takes this under consideration 
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when given input from PHOENIX and regulates the pin power according to how the assemblies are 

built. [11] 

POLCA8 divides fuel assemblies into 25 axial nodes and thus creates a 3-dimensional representation 

of the core. In the thermal-hydraulic module of the code, each fuel assembly is simulated as a one-

dimensional channel, accounting for axial variations presented in each node. Each simulated fuel rod 

within the same fuel assembly share the same one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic channel. Each 

assembly also includes a number of inter-assembly bypass channels. In this thesis each assembly has 

two bypass channels. When the simulation is done all gathered distributed data is saved on a binary file 

and is later processed in the interface. [11] 

In POLCA8 there also exist an application where data can be gathered in quarter-divided-assemblies 

instead of the single-assembly values. This means that there will be 4 data-values for each parameter 

extracted in each node for each assembly. This has also been used in this investigation. 

4. VIPRE-W
VIPRE-W is a finite-volume sub-channel analysis code developed for simulations of thermal-hydraulic 

applications in a nuclear reactor. The code is capable of three-dimensional modeling of a reactor core 

in steady state and transient conditions. The purpose in the development of VIPRE-W was to create a 

well-documented thermal-hydraulic code that can be used by the utility industry. [12]  

Sub-channel analysis codes are a great assessment for reactor designers to predict accurately thermal 

performance and void distribution around each fuel rod. It is very useful when wanting to investigate 

the thermal performance in different type of lattice dimensions, even abnormal lattice configurations. 

This would not be applicable in one-dimensional simulation codes. [3]    

In VIPRE-W each assembly is divided into 77 ventilated flow tubes, which we call sub-channels. These 

can be seen in figure 4.1. The channels are divided into 100 axial parts compared to POLCA8s’ 25 axial 

parts. VIPRE-W will extract thermal hydraulic parameters for each sub-channel. Therefore, when 

wanting to analyse the average values of the assemblies (or the quarter-assembly values seen in section 

8) it is necessary to take the average of all the sub-channels of the region. This has been done in 

this investigation, since inspecting the consistence between the two coupled codes is a very 

important process when doing a coupling.
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Figure 4.1: Sub-channels of an assembly in VIPRE-W. 

5. Theory

5.1 Quality, void and their relation 
In the analysis of the two-phase flow, quality and void are two important parameters and are used to 

distinguish vapor from liquid in the mixture. There are a number of qualities to take into account, two 

of them are of use in this thesis and are thus presented here. The first one is the thermodynamic 

equilibrium quality, defined by: 

𝑥𝑒 ≡
ℎ−ℎ𝑓

ℎ𝑓𝑔
 (5.1) 

where h is the two-phase mixture enthalpy, hf is the saturated liquid enthalpy and hfg is given by: 

 ℎ𝑓𝑔 = ℎ𝑓 − ℎ𝑔  (5.2) 

where hg is the saturated steam enthalpy. 

POLCA8 and VIPRE-W computes quality, and all essential parameters, at the outlet of each node. The 

two-phase mixture enthalpy in the outlet of the node is then given by: 

ℎ ≡ ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ℎ𝑖𝑛 + 𝑄𝑖 

W𝑖

 (5.3) 

where hin is the node-inlet enthalpy, Qi is the total power in the node and Wi is the node-inlet mass 

flow. 

The thermodynamic equilibrium quality can either be negative or positive. It is negative for subcooled 

fluids and positive for super-saturated vapors [3]. The thermodynamic equilibrium quality as 

calculated by POLCA8 shall be identical as calculated by VIPRE-W in our investigation since this 

parameter is given as a direct output in both codes. 

Another important type of quality is the so-called flow quality. It is defined as: 
 𝑥𝑓 ≡

𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
 (5.4) 
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As seen in equation 5.4, the flow quality is directly proportional to the vapor flow rate and is not 

dependent on the thermodynamic equilibrium. Clearly from equation 5.5, flow quality cannot be 

negative nor exceed the unit value.  

Flow quality can be calculated as: 

 𝑥𝑓 =
𝜌𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑉𝑠

𝜌𝑙𝑢𝑙𝑉𝑙+𝜌𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑉𝑠
 (5.5) 

Where 𝜌 is the density, u is the phase velocity and V is the volume considered. Subscripts l and s refers 

to liquid and steam respectively.  

Void has already been defined in section 2.4 but the relation between void and quality can be deducted 

by: 

 𝛼 =
𝑥𝑓

𝑥𝑓+(1−𝑥𝑓)
𝜌𝑠
𝜌𝑙

𝑣𝑠
𝑣𝑙

       (5.6) 

where α is the void, 𝜌 is the density for steam and liquid depending if the subscript is s or l respectively 

and v is the mass flow velocity. 

5.1.1 Subcooled boiling model 
Depending whether the simulation code uses an equilibrium or a non-equilibrium subcooled 

boiling model in its process, it will have an impact in quality and thus also on the void. In POLCA8 

and VIPRE-W a subcooled boiling model is applicable for the core. A subcooled boiling model, 

refers to a model affecting the boiling in the subcooled region of the assemblies. Therefore, 

the subcooled boiling model will not have as great impact on the thermodynamic quality xe as on the 

flow quality xf. In the equilibrium model, when the vapor-liquid mixture is in a bulk boiling condition, 

which means that both the liquid and vapor phases are saturated, xe and xf will be equivalent [3]. In 

a non-equilibrium model the flow quality xf will start to rise above zero already when the liquid is in a 

subcooled phase, namely when it begins to evaporate, which means that xe and xf will not be 

equivalent when the mixture is in a saturated phase.  

Since the subcooled boiling model affects the flow quality it will also have an impact on the void, 

according to equation 5.6. 

5.1.2 Non-homogenous model 
In a non-homogenous state, the liquid mass velocity and the steam mass velocity will differ. This will 

effectively affect the void model in equation 5.6. Usually it is the steam velocity that is greater than 

the liquid velocity, which causes the void to decrease. The ratio of the velocities given in equation 5.6 

is called the slip ratio. Since we only consider a homogenous model in this thesis, the slip ratio is 

turned off in all calculations. This means that the velocities will be equal and thus unity will 

replace the ratio. In POLCA8 and VIPRE-W there also exist an application for a so-called drift flux 

model that controls the difference between the steam mass velocity and the average mass mixture 

velocity. This is also not considered in this thesis since this report includes the first steps in coupling 

the codes and thus making sure that the two codes that are coupled are consistent in the simplest state, 

which is the homogenous state. 

5.2 Cross flow 
Cross flow are the radial exchange phenomena of mass, momentum and energy across the imaginary 

borders of the sub-channels. Therefore, these phenomena are only noticeable when there exist sub-

channels in the simulations. Cross flow is thus always applicable in VIPRE-W and some are applicable 

in the four-channel analysis in POLCA8. 

Cross flow is a rather complex phenomena and it is thereby decomposed into three components; 

divergent cross flow, turbulent mixing and void drift. None of these components are easy to model or 
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even to fully understand but here I will describe briefly the phenomena [6]. It is also important to know 

that in this investigation, void drift is not taken into account in any calculations, but it is still mentioned 

in this section of the report. Turbulent mixing is the one cross flow that is only applicable in VIPRE-

W. 

5.2.1 Divergent cross flow 
The divergent cross flow has to do with the lateral pressure gradient which arises with different axial 

pressure drops on sub channels alongside each other. The pressure drop in each channel is indirectly 

related to the pin power since the higher steam velocity, the more friction will be created on the surfaces 

of the channels and thus give rise to higher pressure drop. The equation for the two-phase axial friction 

pressure drop of the channel i is: 

∆𝑃𝑖 =
𝐹𝑖𝑓

𝐴
 (5.7) 

where Fif denotes the friction force and A is the cross-sectional flow area. [3] 

The cross flow velocity, 𝑢𝐶𝐹, is directly related to the pressure difference between the sub-channels, i.e.

the lateral pressure gradient given by [6]: 

∆𝑝𝑔𝑎𝑝 = −
1

2
𝐾𝐺

𝜌𝐶𝐹𝑢𝐶𝐹

𝑆
= 𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑗  (5.8) 

where 𝐾𝐺 is the constant describing the resistance to crossflow, S is the gap width and 𝜌𝐶𝐹 is the two-

phase flow mixture density [6]. Pi and Pi+1 are the pressures in sub-channel i and j that are alongside 

each other in the same node [9]. 

In steady state, the simulation codes will make sure there is an even distributed radial pressure inside 

the core, which means that the lateral pressure gradient will be zero. This will only deviate if the cross 

flow velocity 𝑢𝐶𝐹 is too high, which can happen for instance if spacers are put in different axial places 
on the fuel rods [9]. 

5.2.2 Turbulent mixing 
Turbulent mixing is visually described as a stochastic exchange of so called “fluidglobs” of equal mass 

but different enthalpy, between two neighboring sub-channels. This means that there will an exchange 

of enthalpy between sub-channels but the mass will not be affected at all. This leads to an exchange of 

quality and void as well. 

Turbulent mixing strives to even out the enthalpy in the assembly, for that reason the regions with low 

temperature will get higher enthalpy and thus higher quality and void. The regions with high 

temperature should in turn get lower quality and void. However, the quality-enthalpy and void-enthalpy 

relation has a sublinear growth, which means that the high enthalpy regions will not be as affected. This 

will be seen when comparing the average assembly values of void with and without turbulent mixing 

in VIPRE-W. 

5.2.3 Void drift 
Void drift is the cross flow phenomena that is most difficult to model. It would be quite simple to apply 

in a model if one would know the equilibrium mass flux distribution as well as the equilibrium void 

fraction. Unfortunately, the two-phase equilibrium distributions parameters are very difficult to predict. 

Void drift has to do with the phenomena that in a two-phase flow, the vapor always seem to ‘drift’ 

towards the higher velocity regions when observed in a fuel assembly, while liquid fluid tends to 

primarily flow as a film in the tube walls. At present time it is not fully understood why this happens 

and it is therefore one of the fundamental unsolved problems in the two-phase flow field. 
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6. Calculation Procedure 

6.1 Process of the coupling 
In the process of the coupling, an interface has been developed that links the simulation program 

POLCA8 with the sub-channel analysis code VIPRE-W. This is done employing Matlab. The interface 

is made in the way that it can read all necessary output from POLCA8 that is needed as an input in 

VIPRE-W. When doing a coupling of codes, it is important that the interface runs properly and thus 

important to make sure that the two codes are consistent. This means that for the single-assembly values, 

both codes should be equivalent when having the same thermal conditions. Therefore, the first steps in 

checking the consistency is to investigate and compare the single-assembly values with different 

thermal conditions, which in this report is referred to models. There are three models used in this 

investigation; the homogenous-equilibrium-model, the homogenous-non-equilibrium model and the 

homogenous-non-equilibrium model with turbulent mixing. The conditions for the models have been 

explained in section 5.1.  

In POLCA8 there is an application that enables to divide each assembly into four quadratic parts so 

when doing test-runs of the coupling I have also compared the POLCA8 quadratic values with a four-

channel-assembly averaging of VIPRE-W. Since VIPRE-W is a subchannel analysis code, the results 

gathered from VIPRE-W must be inserted into the interface for averaging before the comparison. There 

are three types of averaging of VIPRE-W in the interface which are single-assembly-, four-channel-

assembly- and rod-level-averaging. For POLCA8 there is no averaging. 

At last I have done a comparison between the quarter-assembly values from POLCA8 with the rod-

level values from VIPRE-W. 

 

Figure 6.1a: Process of the coupling between POLCA8 and VIPRE-W. This shows the single-assembly process. 

  

Figure 6.1b: Process of the coupling between POLCA8 and VIPRE-W. This shows the four-channel-assembly comparison 
process. In the last comparison with rod-level-values from VIPRE, only the box with 4-channel averaging is changed to rod-
level averaging in this figure.  
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6.2 Simulation in POLCA8 
For this project, cross sections from PHOENIX with a 2-dimensional homogeneous quadratic lattice 

have been used consisting of 4 assemblies with 64 fuel pins per assembly as an input in POLCA8. In 

this investigation the control rod at the corner of assembly A1 has a withdrawal of 30 %. 

The channels in POLCA8 are divided into 25 axial parts and thus give 25 different values for each pin 

to enter the sub-channel analysis code VIPRE-W. From POLCA8 boundary conditions are extracted 

that is needed for the simulation procedure in VIPRE-W. These boundary conditions are listed in section 

6.4. 

From VIPRE-W one will get 25 different charts for each assembly that shows how the thermal hydraulic 

parameters are distributed in the bundle and around the pins. 

6.3 Simulation in VIPRE-W 
The interface is made so that all the boundary conditions gained from POLCA8 can be directly inserted 

into VIPRE-W. VIPRE-W will provide thermal hydraulic parameters in 77 sub-channels which are 

distributed and located around the fuel pins as seen in figure 4.1. All the output from VIPRE-W is 

presented as structures in Matlab, where there is one base structure for each of the 4 assemblies.   

When taking the single-assembly values in VIPRE-W an average of the sub-channel values has to be 
used. When analyzing the quarter-assembly values one divides the whole assembly in four equally 

large areas as seen in figure A.1. Some sub-channels will thus be shared between the quarter regions 

and this must be considered when calculating the quarter-assembly thermal hydraulic parameters. It is 

important that the average values are calculated in the proper way depending on which thermal 

hydraulic parameter one is seeking. In appendix A it is given an overview on how certain important 

parameters are calculated for VIPRE-W in the interface.  

6.4 Boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions extracted from POLCA8 and processed in the interface are: 

• Total active bundle power, 𝑄

• Node length (Mesh), 𝑁
• Channel inlet mass flow rate, 𝑊𝑖𝑛

• Channel outlet pressure, 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

• Inlet enthalpy, ℎ𝑖𝑛

Since we are working in steady-state condition we know that: 

𝑊𝑖𝑛 = 𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛 ± ∆𝑃

ℎ𝑖𝑛 = ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 −
𝑄

𝑀
These relations are important since some parameters listed as boundary conditions must be resolved 

from POLCA8 in the interface. 

Apart from the boundary conditions, I also use pin power gained from POLCA8 as an input in VIPRE-

W. 

7. Single-assembly results
As mentioned previously before being able to do an analysis on the void distribution in the fuel 

assemblies one has to make sure that there is consistency between the two codes. This can be verified 

by doing the coupling between the simplest models which involve thermodynamic homogeneity and 

equilibrium inside the core. Here I will present the result of the three models I have been working on in 

this thesis, starting with the homogenous equilibrium model. 
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7.1 Homogenous equilibrium model 

7.1.1 Mass flux 

• Mass flux is consistent in all assemblies: From the definition in section 2.3 one knows that the 
mass flux must be consistent in the assembly. This means that all mass flowing into a node 
must also flow out. From figure 7.1 one sees that this requirement is fulfilled for all the 
assemblies inside the core.

• Higher mass flux in assembly A1: It is also seen that the mass flux is higher in assembly A1 
which is the one closest to the control blade. The reason for this can be explained by studying 

equation 2.3. The A1 assembly, because of being the assembly closest to the control rod, has 

the lowest power and thus lower void and lower fluid velocity in the assembly. 
However, it is the assembly with the highest phase density. Water has a significant difference 
in density depending on its’ phase and therefore the phase density will differ more than the 
phase velocity giving a higher value for mass flux in assembly A1. If one had used another type 
of moderator that is not water inside the reactor core, I could have ended with different results 
for the single-assembly values of mass flux. For the same reason it is expected that the assembly 
furthest away from the control blade should have the lowest mass flux, which is also seen in 
the figure 7.1.

• Symmetry is achieved: The northeast assembly and southwest assembly are equivalent as 
expected from symmetry. Due to the boundary conditions the total mass flux of the core is 
the same in both POLCA and VIPRE-W.

Figure 7.1: Mass flux for the homogenous equilibrium model for the single-assembly approach. 
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7.1.2 Quality 

• Thermal equilibrium quality and flow quality are equivalent in the super-saturated vapor 

mixture region in the POLCA8 simulation but not in VIPRE-W simulations: In figure 7.2 

one sees that in the POLCA8 simulations, the thermodynamic equilibrium quality and the 

flow quality are equivalent in the super-saturated vapor mixture region, which is what we 

expected according to the theory in section 5.1.1. For VIPRE-W this expectations does not 
show as well as in POLCA8 and it is seen that the thermodynamic quality rises much sooner 

for VIPRE-W than for POLCA8. This can appear to be an error, but it is not, in fact it has to 

do with the 3-dimensional effect that is experienced in the sub-channel analysis code VIPRE-

W.

• The 3-dimensional effect in VIPRE-W: It is not surprising that the boiling begins earlier 
locally when simulating the assembly as a 3-dimensinal channel than as a 1-dimensional 
channel and thus explains the behavior of the flow-quality plots. The 3-dimensional effect is 
most visible in assembly A1 which is once again due to the fact that it is closest to the 

control blade and therefore has more tilted power than in the rest of the assemblies.

• Symmetry is achieved: Symmetry between diagonal assemblies is also achieved.

• Quality lower in assembly A1: One can also see in figure 7.2 that the total quality is lower in 
assembly A1 and this is once again due to the fact that there is less power in that assembly 

and thus less vapor than in the other assemblies.

• Overall consistency: Overall figure 7.2 shows a consistency between the codes in quality for 
the average assembly values.

Figure 7.2: Quality in the homogenous equilibrium model for the single-assembly approach. 

7.1.3 Void 

• Consistency: The 3-dimensional effect is also visible for the void as seen in figure 7.3. Apart 
from that, the results show that the interface works properly. There are some deviations that has 
to do with rounding errors, but they are negligible.

• So far, the coupling works great: The results for the thermodynamic parameters in the 
homogenous equilibrium model shows that the two coupled codes are consistent when having 
these thermodynamic conditions and thus the interface works great so far. This was the first
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step in checking consistency. Next it will be presented the results for the homogenous non-

equilibrium model. 

Figure 3.3: Void in the homogenous equilibrium model for the single-assembly approach. 

7.2 Homogenous non-equilibrium model 
The second test model is still homogenous but non-equilibrium. The non-equilibrium subcooled 

boiling model, which is further discussed in section 5.1.1, is called LEVY and used in both codes. 

7.2.1 Mass flux 
• Total mass flux not affected by the non-equilibrium subcooled boiling model: The total

axial mass flux will not be affected by the subcooled boiling model since the total mass does

not change. This is showed in figure 7.4 where the plots are almost equal to the plots in figure

7.1.

• Mass is conserved: The plots in figure 7.4 shows that mass is conserved in the reactor core.
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Figure 7.4: Mass flux in the homogenous non-equilibrium model for the single-assembly approach. 

7.2.2 Quality 

• Quality plots have a smoother path with a non-equilibrium model: One knows that the

Levy model will have an impact on the average quality in the assemblies and make the graphs

smoother which can be witness in figure 7.5.

• Not expected that flow quality would be higher for POLCA8 than for VIPRE-W: What

was not expected was that the boiling seems to start earlier in POLCA8 than in VIPRE-W.

Considering the 3-dimensional effect observed in previous plots, the results from VIPRE should

have an increasing flow quality before the flow quality increase of the 1-dimensional channel

simulation code POLCA8. This is not the case since the flow quality in POLCA8 is higher than

VIPRE-W. At this point, me and my supervisors discussed the possibilities for this unexpected

result. One thought was that something was wrong in the interface, but since the interface

seemed to be working great for the other model and after debugging the interface code, this

option could be ruled out. Another option for these results was that maybe the Levy model was

implemented differently in the two codes, but this option was fast ruled out when looking at the

results in void for this same model in figure 7.6. In figure 7.6 you can see that the results for

void in VIPRE-W is always a bit higher than for POLCA8. This is not consistent with the plots

for quality which predicts that void should be higher for POLCA8 as well as it is in the quality

plot. This meant that something else was wrong, and it was not until the end of my thesis that

me and my supervisor noticed that the flow quality that was read in the interface was only

applicable for an equilibrium state and that is why there was no error found for the flow quality

in the homogenous equilibrium model. The flow quality for the non-equilibrium model had to

be read from another output file from VIPRE-W which could have been done if this was

discovered earlier in the thesis, but it leaves a task for future investigation.
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• Energy is conserved: For the thermodynamic quality the two codes seem to be equivalent and

energy is thus conserved.

Figure 7.5: Quality in the homogenous non equilibrium model for the single-assembly approach. 

7.2.3 Void 

• Equivalent between codes: Void seems to be equivalent between the two codes, counting with

the 3-dimensional effect of VIPRE-W. Even so, with the result gotten from quality made me

and my supervisors expect that void in VIPRE-W should be under predicted also. But given the

reason explained in section 7.2.2 we know why quality was underpredicted for VIPRE-W.
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Figure 7.6: Void in the homogenous non-equilibrium model for the single-assembly approach. 

7.3 Homogenous non-equilibrium model with TM 
This model is still the homogenous non-equilibrium model as in section 7.2 but now I have turned on 

turbulent mixing in VIPRE-W. As mentioned earlier in the report, TM is only applicable in VIPRE-W 

and therefore the POLCA8-plots presented in this section will be the same as in section 7.2. However, 

I decided to only present the void-plots since this is the most focused parameter in this thesis.

7.3.1 Void 

• Visually nothing appears to have changed: Looking at the plots in figure 7.7, there is no 
visual difference in the VIPRE-W-plots compared to the plots in figure 7.6. When studying the 
data, I saw some differences where they were a bit higher when TM was turned on. This is not 
surprising since as mentioned in section 5.2.2, TM strives to even out energy, where there is a 
higher impact on the colder regions to become hotter and thus void should rise. The reason that 
there is not that much difference when turning on TM is because I have taken the single-

assembly average in VIPRE-W. The TM impact would probably be more visible on the rod-
level approach, this is however not calculated and presented in this report.
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Figure 7.7: Void in the homogenous non-equilibrium model with TM, for the single-assembly approach. 

8. Four-channel-assembly results
On the four-channel assembly approach I have focused on checking the consistency between the two 

coupled codes for the homogenous non-equilibrium model. Mass flux, quality and void will be 

presented for this model. Also, void for the homogeneous non-equilibrium model with TM is presented, 

just to compare how void differs depending if the simulation is with or without TM. 

There will be 4 plots per assembly in the figures of this section, representing each quarter of the 

assembly. The black vertical lines represent the position of the spacers on the fuel rods.  

8.1 Homogenous non-equilibrium model 

8.1.1 Mass flux 

• Fluctuations: In the single-assembly approach one saw that the mass flux was totally flat when 
in reality there will be fluctuations along the assemblies. This is better observed in the four-

channel approach as one can see in figure 8.1. The plots show that both codes have dips where 
the spacers are located so the behavior of the fluctuation are the same for POLCA8 as for 
VIPRE-W.

• Larger fluctuations from POLCA8: One unexpected behavior from POLCA8 is that the tops 
and dips of the fluctuations are remarkably larger compared to VIPRE-W. This can be seen 
most clearly in assembly A1 where the tops of the northwest quarter of this assembly would 

overlap the dips in the southeast quarter.

• Mass flux is conserved: Even though the values are not the same one can see that all plots start 
on the same value which means that the inlet flux is constant into the core which is correct. One 
can also see that the mass flux is conserved which also indicate a consistency of the
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conservation law. The fluctuations are most visible on the A1 assembly which is expected since 

it is closest to the control blade and thus have a more tilted distributed power. 

 

Figure 8.1: Quarter-assembly values for mass flux in the homogenous non equilibrium model. 

8.1.2 Quality 

• Consistency between codes: There exist a consistency between the two codes when looking 

at quality in figure 8.2 except at the tip on the diagonal of assembly A1. 
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Figure 8.2: Quarter-assembly values for quality in the homogenous non equilibrium model 

8.1.3 Void 

• Consistency between codes: As for quality, also void is consistent between the codes except 

at the tip on the diagonal in assembly A1 as seen in figure 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3: Quarter-assembly values for void in the homogenous non equilibrium model. 

8.2 Homogenous non-equilibrium model with TM 

8.2.1 Void 

• Not so much difference when TM is turned on: As seen in figure 8.4 there is not 

much difference in void comparing to void for the model without TM as seen in figure 8.3. 

This can be due to the fact that TM was not implemented at high level and thus something 

that should be considered in future investigations.
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Figure 8.4: Quarter-assembly values for void in the homogenous non equilibrium model with TM.  

9. Rod-level results on void 
For the final section of results in this report, void is presented in the rod-level approach for the 

homogenous non-equilibrium model. The reason I have chosen to only present the void distribution for 

this model is because it is the model used in production, i.e. the most realistic model.  

In this section, the rod-level plots for void will only be presented for assembly A1 but the results for 

the other assemblies can be found in appendix B. There are 2 plots in each diagram of figure 9.1 that 

represent the rod-level values for VIPRE-W and the quarter-assembly values for POLCA8. 

9.1 Homogenous non-equilibrium model – Assembly A1 
• Codes are only equivalent in some areas of the assembly: As seen in figure 9.1 some plots 

are equivalent between POLCA8 and VIPRE-W and some are far off. This establishes the 

limitations one has with the 1-dimensional approach that is made with POLCA8. These results 

show that there is a 3-dimensional effect that has to be accounted for in POLCA8 to get more 

accurate results, which means that further investigation in this topic is needed.  
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Figure 9.1: Rod-level values for void in assembly A1 for the homogenous non-equilibrium model. 

10. Conclusions
• Single-assembly results: Overall the results obtained in the single-assembly approach 

showed some consistency to the extent where the 3-dimensional effect was noticeable in 

both quality and void.

• Quarter-assembly results: In the quarter-assembly approach I noticed that POLCA8 starts to 
catch up with VIPRE-W.

• Rod-level results: There exist clear inconsistencies in the results, between the coupled codes 

in the rod-level approach which can most clearly be seen in the most tilted areas.

• Useful coupling: This thesis has shown that the coupling was very useful to quantify how far 
off POLCA8 is to estimate the void at rod-level for BWR.

• What I learned from the coupling: This project has given me a great knowledge on how to 
couple codes and also thanks to the deviations gotten in the result I got to reflect on why 
problems and errors will arise when having different dimensions on the simulation codes. This 
project has also made me realized that when doing a coupling between codes one has to do 
various test runs to make sure everything is consistent.

11. Recommendations
As a continuing of this investigation I would first make sure that quality in the non-equilibrium model 

is implemented correctly in the interface. Continuing, I would investigate more models, such as non-

homogenous models which are already applied in the interface codes. It would be interesting to look 

for consistency between the codes with other thermal conditions. 

As a further step in this coupling would be a two-way coupling. Which means that the void output 

gathered from VIPRE-W is implemented in POLCA8 to get new values of the pin power. It will be 

interesting to see how many runs one has to do until the codes converge. 
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Appendix A 

Mass flux 
For the average assembly value of the mass flux, I have divided the total mass flow rate by the cross-

sectional area in each node, that means the sum of all sub-channel areas which is provided by the 

VIPRE-W output. The VIPRE-W output gives also the mass flowrate in every sub-channel which means 

that the total mass flowrate in one cross sectional area must be the sum of all sub-channels mass 

flowrate.  

The mass flux at rod level is also interesting to see. This is obtained by taking the sum of the mass 

flowrate surrounding each fuel rod and dividing these by the total area of the same sub-channels. This 

is done to all 64 fuel rods. 

The reason one chooses to look at the mass flux instead of the mass flow is because of the independence 

of the area and thereby easier for comparison.  

Quality 
The output in VIPRE-W gives the thermodynamic equilibrium quality in each sub-channel but to find 

the average of a node, it takes a bit more of calculation. By the definition in equation 5.1 I calculated 

the steam flow rate dependent on the thermodynamic quality. Having these for each sub-channel, I 

summed it up and then divided it by the total flow rate in the whole cross-sectional area.  

For the quarter-bundle values for the thermodynamic equilibrium, I had beforehand made a 4-row 

matrix where each row contains the sub-channels corresponding to each quarter. Some channels will be 

shared between quarters as seen in figure A.1. 

By the definition in equation 5.4, I have taken the total steam flow rate and divided by the total flow 

rate of the fluid to obtain flow quality. This is what is done when taking the assembly average values 

of the flow quality. I summed all the steam flow rate in the cross-sectional area and divided it by its’ 

total flow rate in the same area. 

Figure A.1: Sub-channels of an assembly in VIPRE-W divided into 4 quarters. 

Void 
From VIPRE-W, the void fraction in each sub-channel is obtained from the output. To get the average 

bundle void-fraction I had to first get the total steam area which is not directly provided from VIPRE-

W. To do so I started by calculating the steam volume in each sub-channel and then summed up all the 

steam areas. This is then divided by the total cross-sectional volume by the definition in equation 2.4.  
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At the end of this investigation I wanted to analyze the radial void distribution in the BWR 

fuel assembly, which means the void distribution around each fuel pin. For that, it is necessary to 

calculate the average void-fraction of the sub-channels surrounding each fuel pin. VIPRE-W provides, 

in the output, the boundary wall perimeter so by this I could calculate the steam value on the pin wall 

closest to the sub-channel in meter as described by: 

 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 [𝑚] ≡ 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑉𝐹 × 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟[𝑚]   (A.1) 

When the total steam value at the perimeter of each fuel pin is obtained, I divided it by the perimeter 

values as: 

𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝑅𝑜𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ≡
𝑇𝑜𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
  (A.2) 

This will show the void distribution in all four fuel assemblies. 
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Appendix B 
Plots of void in the rod-level approach for VIPRE-W and in the quarter-assembly approach for 

POLCA8. Results presented for the homogenous non-equilibrium model for assembly A1, A2, B1 and 

B2.  

 

Figure B.1: Void distribution for assembly A1. 
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Figure B.2: Void distribution for assembly A2. 
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Figure B.3: Void distribution for assembly B1.  
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Figure B.4: Void distribution for assembly B2.  
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Appendix C 
The four main codes from the interface. 

Polca.m: 

% Read polut output 

Inf.Nnode=25;                    %[-] Number of axial nodes 

Inf.Ndesign=8;                   %[-] Fuel design (e.g. N=8 for 8x8) 

Inf.NAdesign=2;                  %[-] Assembly design (e.g. N=2 for 2x2) 

Inf.Nsubnode=37;                 %[-] Number of total subnodes 

Inf.NDiv = 4;                    %[-] SubAssemblies 

Inf.Flowarea = 103E-4;           %[-] Flow area in assembly from source.txt                           

  

% Choose what model you want to simulate: 

l = input('Which type? HE/HL/AE/AL/ALL'); 

  

% HE: Homogenous equilibrium model 

% HL: Homogenous non-equilibrium model 

% AE: Non-homogenous equilibrium model 

% AL: Non-homogenous non-equilibrium model 

  

switch(l) 

    case 'HE' 

        Mytextfile = 'runHE-Hom30cr.txt'; 

        Quadtextfile = 'runHE-Homdiv30cr.txt'; 

        bcHE = funcPolca(Mytextfile,Quadtextfile,Inf,'HE'); 

  

    case 'HL' 

        Mytextfile = 'runHL-Hom30cr.txt'; 

        Quadtextfile = 'runHL-Homdiv30cr.txt'; 

        bcHL = funcPolca(Mytextfile,Quadtextfile,Inf,'HL'); 

         

    case 'AE' 

        Mytextfile = 'runAE30cr.txt'; 

        Quadtextfile = 'runAEdiv30cr.txt'; 

        bcAE = funcPolca(Mytextfile,Quadtextfile,Inf,'AE'); 

         

    case 'AL' 

        Mytextfile = 'runAL30cr.txt'; 

        Quadtextfile = 'runALdiv30cr.txt'; 

        bcAL = funcPolca(Mytextfile,Quadtextfile,Inf,'AL'); 

         

    case 'ALL' 

        Mytextfile = 'runHE30cr.txt'; 

        Quadtextfile = 'runHEdiv30cr.txt'; 

        bcHE = funcPolca(Mytextfile,Quadtextfile,Inf,'HE');   

        Mytextfile = 'runHL30cr.txt'; 

        Quadtextfile = 'runHLdiv30cr.txt'; 

        bcHL = funcPolca(Mytextfile,Quadtextfile,Inf,'HL'); 

        Mytextfile = 'runAE30cr.txt'; 

        Quadtextfile = 'runAEdiv30cr.txt'; 

        bcAE = funcPolca(Mytextfile,Quadtextfile,Inf,'AE'); 

        Mytextfile = 'runAL30cr.txt'; 

        Quadtextfile = 'runALdiv30cr.txt'; 

        bcAL = funcPolca(Mytextfile,Quadtextfile,Inf,'AL'); 

         

    otherwise  

        warning('no input') 

end 

 

funcPolca.m 

function bc = funcPolca(Singtext,Quadtext,Inf,type) 

  

% Pinpower 
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system(['awk ''$2~/^[0-9]/ && NF==9 && $9~/^[0-9]/ {print substr($0, 

index($0,$2))}'' ' Singtext ' > pinpow.txt']); 

pinpow=load('pinpow.txt'); 

!rm pinpow.txt 

Inf.Nasy=size(pinpow,1)/Inf.Ndesign/Inf.Nnode;           % [-] Number of assemblies 

  

% FLOWINL Min // FLWFUE 

system(['awk ''/FLOWINL/ {while($1 != "A") getline; print $2,$3; while($1 != "B") 

getline; print $2,$3}'' ' Singtext ' > flwfue.txt']); 

flwfue=load('flwfue.txt'); 

!rm flwfue.txt 

f = flwfue*10^-2;   % [kg/s} 

flowrate = reshape(f,[1,Inf.Nasy]); 

  

% Outletpressure Pout// POUTL 

system(['awk ''/PRESACTEX/ {while($1 != "A") getline; print $2,$3; while($1 != "B") 

getline; print $2,$3}'' ' Singtext ' > poutl.txt']); 

poutl=load('poutl.txt'); 

!rm poutl.txt 

p = poutl*10^3;    % [Pa] 

outletP = reshape(p,[1,Inf.Nasy]); 

  

% Total bundle power Q // ACTPOW 

system(['awk ''/HEATACT/ {while($1 != "A") getline; print $2,$3; while($1 != "B") 

getline; print $2,$3}'' ' Singtext ' > actpow.txt']); 

actpow=load('actpow.txt'); 

!rm actpow.txt 

a = actpow*10^3;     % [W] 

bundlePow = reshape(a,[1,Inf.Nasy]); 

  

% Inlet enthalpy Hin // HIN 

system(['awk ''/Low plenum inlet enth/ {print $(NF-1)}'' ' Singtext ' > hin.txt']); 

hin=load('hin.txt')*10^3; 

!rm hin.txt 

  

% CZMESH 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*E_ZMESH(.*\n)*'' ' Singtext ' | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' 

num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >mesh.txt ']);  

system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print$1,$3,$4;getline};exit}'' mesh.txt > 

czmesh.txt']);  

  

%!rm mesh.txt 

czmesh=load('czmesh.txt'); 

  

czmesh(:,2)=czmesh(:,2).*10^-2; 

czmesh(:,3)=czmesh(:,3).*10^-2; 

Mesh = zeros(1,Inf.Nnode); 

Elevation = zeros(Inf.Nnode,1);               % Elevation with the number of nodes 

SubElevation = flipud(czmesh(:,2));           % Sub elevation with the number of 

subnodes 

DZsub = flipud(czmesh(:,3)); 

Inf.Height = czmesh(1,2); 

  

for k=1:Inf.Nnode 

    ind = find(czmesh(:,1)==k); 

    d = sum(czmesh(ind,3)); 

    Mesh(1,k) = d; 

    Elevation(k) = sum(Mesh);  

end 

  

% DP 

system(['awk ''/DP - Active core/ {print $6}'' ' Singtext ' > dp.txt']); 

dp=load('dp.txt')*10^-5; 

!rm dp.txt 

  

% Voidactex 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*VOIDACTEX(.*\n)*'' ' Singtext ' | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' 

num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >v1.txt ']); 
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system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $5;getline};exit}'' v1.txt > 

void1.txt']); 

  

%Enthalpy 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*ENTHACTAV(.*\n)*'' ' Singtext ' | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' 

num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >e1.txt ']); 

system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $5;getline};exit}'' e1.txt > 

enth1.txt']); 

  

% Quality (before boiling also) 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*EQSQACTEX(.*\n)*'' ' Singtext ' | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' 

num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >qE1.txt ']); 

system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $5;getline};exit}'' qE1.txt > 

qualE1.txt']); 

  

% Quality (when boiling) 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*NESQACTEX(.*\n)*'' ' Singtext ' | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' 

num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >qN1.txt ']); 

system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $5;getline};exit}'' qN1.txt > 

qualN1.txt']); 

  

% Qvoid 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*QVOIDACTAV(.*\n)*'' ' Quadtext ' | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' 

num2str(Inf.Nsubnode) '(.*\n)*'' >vq1.txt ']); 

system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $2,$3,$4,$5;getline};exit}'' vq1.txt > 

voidQuad1.txt']); 

  

% QQuality 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*QEQSQACTAV(.*\n)*'' ' Quadtext ' | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' 

num2str(Inf.Nsubnode) '(.*\n)*'' >divqual1.txt ']); 

system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $2,$3,$4,$5;getline};exit}'' divqual1.txt 

> DivQuality1.txt']); 

  

% QMFLOW 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*QFLOWACTEX(.*\n)*'' ' Quadtext ' | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' 

num2str(Inf.Nsubnode) '(.*\n)*'' >divflow1.txt ']); 

system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $2,$3,$4,$5;getline};exit}'' divflow1.txt 

> DivMflow1.txt']); 

  

  

for i=2:Inf.Nasy 

    system(['grep -Pzo ''.*VOIDACTEX(.*\n)*'' v' num2str(i-1) '.txt | grep -Pzo 

''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >v' num2str(i) '.txt ']); 

    system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $5;getline};exit}'' v' num2str(i) 

'.txt > void' num2str(i) '.txt']);  

    system(['grep -Pzo ''.*ENTHACTAV(.*\n)*'' e' num2str(i-1) '.txt | grep -Pzo 

''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >e' num2str(i) '.txt ']); 

    system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $5;getline};exit}'' e' num2str(i) 

'.txt > enth' num2str(i) '.txt']);  

    system(['grep -Pzo ''.*EQSQACTEX(.*\n)*'' qE' num2str(i-1) '.txt | grep -Pzo 

''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >qE' num2str(i) '.txt ']); 

    system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $5;getline};exit}'' qE' num2str(i) 

'.txt > qualE' num2str(i) '.txt']);  

    system(['grep -Pzo ''.*NESQACTEX(.*\n)*'' qN' num2str(i-1) '.txt | grep -Pzo 

''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Nnode) '(.*\n)*'' >qN' num2str(i) '.txt ']); 

    system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $5;getline};exit}'' qN' num2str(i) 

'.txt > qualN' num2str(i) '.txt']);   

     

    system(['grep -Pzo ''.*QVOIDACTAV(.*\n)*'' vq' num2str(i-1) '.txt | grep -Pzo 

''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Nsubnode) '(.*\n)*'' >vq' num2str(i) '.txt ']); 

    system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $2,$3,$4,$5;getline};exit}'' vq' 

num2str(i) '.txt > voidQuad' num2str(i) '.txt']);     

    system(['grep -Pzo ''.*QEQSQACTAV(.*\n)*'' divqual' num2str(i-1) '.txt | grep -

Pzo ''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Nsubnode) '(.*\n)*'' >divqual' num2str(i) '.txt ']); 

    system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $2,$3,$4,$5;getline};exit}'' divqual' 

num2str(i) '.txt > DivQuality' num2str(i) '.txt']);     

    system(['grep -Pzo ''.*QFLOWACTEX(.*\n)*'' divflow' num2str(i-1) '.txt | grep -

Pzo ''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Nsubnode) '(.*\n)*'' >divflow' num2str(i) '.txt ']); 
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    system(['awk ''{while($1~/^[0-9]/) {print $2,$3,$4,$5;getline};exit}'' divflow' 

num2str(i) '.txt > DivMflow' num2str(i) '.txt']); 

end 

  

for i=1:Inf.Nasy 

    b = num2str(i); 

    power=[]; 

     

    for k = 1+(i-1)*Inf.Nnode:i*Inf.Nnode 

        power=[power; reshape(pinpow((k-1)*Inf.Ndesign+1:k*Inf.Ndesign,:)',1,[])]; 

    end 

  

    v = load(strcat('void',b,'.txt')); 

    v(:,1) = v(:,1).*10^-3; 

    system(['rm ''v' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

    system(['rm ''void' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

     

    q = load(strcat('qualE',b,'.txt')); 

    q(:,1) = q(:,1).*10^-3; 

    system(['rm ''qE' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

    system(['rm ''qualE' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

     

    qN = load(strcat('qualN',b,'.txt')); 

    qN(:,1) = qN(:,1).*10^-3; 

    system(['rm ''qN' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

    system(['rm ''qualN' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

     

    bc(i).NPIN=size(power,2);                  % Number of pins 

    bc(i).PINPOW=(power);                      % Pinpower 

    bc(i).FLWFUE=flowrate(1,i);                % Mass flow rate [kg/s] 

    bc(i).POUTL=outletP(1,i);                  % Power outlet 

    bc(i).ACTPOW=bundlePow(1,i);               % Total power in bundle 

    bc(i).TIN=hin(1,1);                        % Inlet enthalpy  

    bc(i).DP=dp(1,1);                          % Uncertainty in power outlet [bar] 

    bc(i).CZMESH=Mesh;                         % Mesh; size of each nodes [m] 

    bc(i).VOID=v;                              % Void  

    bc(i).QUALEQ=q;                            % Quality in equilibrium  

    bc(i).QUALNEQ=qN;                          % Quality non-equilibrium 

    bc(i).ELEVATION=Elevation;                 % Elevation [m] 

    bc(i).SUBELEVATION=SubElevation;           % Subelevation [m] 

    bc(i).DZSUB = DZsub;                       % Subnode width 

    bc(i).MFLUX = ones(length(bc(i).SUBELEVATION),1).*(bc(i).FLWFUE/Inf.Flowarea); 

     

    writeInputFile([strcat('input',type) num2str(i) '.txt'],bc(i))  

     

    bc(i).ENTHALPY = enthalpy(bc(i),i); 

    [bc(i).QVOID,bc(i).avgVoid] = void(bc(i),i); 

    bc(i).QQUALITY = quality(bc(i),i); 

    [bc(i).QMFLOW,bc(i).QSTMFLOW,bc(i).TOTMFLOW,bc(i).AVGQUALITY]= 

flowAndqual(bc(i),i); 

    bc(i).QMFLUX = flipud(bc(i).QMFLOW)./(Inf.Flowarea/4); 

end 

  

%% Erase files 

  

n = input ('Do you want to remove all input files? (y/n) '); 

  

switch(n) 

    case 'y' 

        for i=1:Inf.Nasy 

            system(['rm ''vq' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

            system(['rm ''voidQuad' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

            system(['rm ''divqual' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

            system(['rm ''DivQuality' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

            system(['rm ''divflow' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

            system(['rm ''DivMflow' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

            system(['rm ''e' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 

            system(['rm ''enth' num2str(i) '.txt''']); 
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        end 

         

    case 'n' 

        disp('Input files not erased') 

    otherwise 

        warning('Unexpected request, input files not erased') 

end 

  

end 

 

Vipre.m 

Inf.Nasy=4;                                              % Number of assemblies 

Inf.Nsub=77;                                             % Number of subchannels 

Inf.Rods=64;                                             % Number of fuel rods 

Inf.Height=144.9;                                        % Height in inches  

Inf.RodsDIV={[1:4 9:12 17:20 25:28],[5:8 13:16 21:24 29:32],[33:36 41:44 49:52 

57:60],[37:40 45:48 53:56 61:64]};                       % Rods divided in quarters 

Inf.Nods = 100;                                          % Number of nodes 

  

% Choose what model to simulate: 

l = input('Which model? HENoTM/HLNoTM/HLTM/HENoTM4CH/HLNoTM4CH/HLNoTMSingle:'); 

  

% HENoTM: Homogenous equilibrium model 

% HLNoTM: Homogenous non-equilibrium model 

% HLTM: Homogenous non-equilibrium model with TM 

% HENoTM4CH: Homogenous equilibrium model quarter-assembly values 

% HLNoTM4CH: Homogenous non-equilibrium model quarter-assembly values 

% HLNoTMSingle: Homogenous non-equilibrium model single-assembly values 

 

switch(l) 

    case 'HENoTM' 

         

        n = input('Which Polca input? HE/HL  :'); 

        switch(n) 

            case 'HE' 

                transHENoTM = funcVipre('HENoTM','HEM_NoTM_model','HE',Inf); 

            case 'HL' 

                transHENoTM = funcVipre('HENoTM','HEM_NoTM_model','HL',Inf); 

        end 

         

    case 'HLNoTM' 

        n = input('Which Polca input? HE/HL  :'); 

        switch(n) 

            case 'HE' 

                transHLNoTM = funcVipre('HLNoTM','HLM_NoTM_model','HE',Inf); 

            case 'HL' 

                transHLNoTM = funcVipre('HLNoTM','HLM_NoTM_model','HL',Inf); 

        end 

         

    case 'HLTM' 

        n = input('Which Polca input? HE/HL  :'); 

        switch(n) 

            case 'HE' 

                transHLTM = funcVipre('HLTM','model','HE',Inf); 

            case 'HL' 

                transHLTM = funcVipre('HLTM','model','HL',Inf); 

        end 

                 

    case 'HENoTM4CH' 

        Inf.Nsub=4;  

        transHENoTM4CH = funcVipre('HENoTM4CH','HEM_NoTM_4channel_model','HE',Inf);         

         

    case 'HLNoTM4CH' 

        Inf.Nsub=4; 

        transHLNoTM4CH = funcVipre('HLNoTM4CH','HLM_NoTM_4channel_model','HL',Inf); 
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    case 'HLNoTMSingle' 

        Inf.Nsub=1; 

        transHLNoTMSing = funcVipre('HLNoTMSing','HLM_NoTM_Single_model','HL',Inf); 

  

end 

 

funcVipre.m 

function trans = funcVipre(model,modelfile,polcatype,Inf) 

  

         for k = 1:Inf.Nasy 

             trans(k)=RunMefisto_T([strcat('input',polcatype) num2str(k) 

'.txt'],[strcat('input',polcatype) num2str(k) '.txt'],[strcat('vipreoutputHE-

',model) num2str(k) 

'.out'],strcat('SVEA64_',modelfile,'.inp'),'SVEA64_options.inp',[],[]); 

             system(['mv vipre-output.out vipre' strcat(model,num2str(k)) '.out']);  

         end 

          

          

%% VOID 

  

%Steam area vector for every subchannel: 

  

for i=1:Inf.Nasy 

    for k=1:Inf.Nsub    

    trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.voidSubarea = 

(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.VF).*(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.area); 

    end 

end 

  

%Total steam areas for every subplane (100) per assembly and Total area of a plane: 

  

for j=1:Inf.Nasy 

    summa = []; 

    area = []; 

    for k=1:Inf.Nods 

        subPlaneVoid = [];  

        subPlaneArea = []; 

        for i=1:Inf.Nsub 

            subPlaneVoid = [subPlaneVoid; 

trans(j).VipreChannels{i}.voidSubarea(k)]; 

            subPlaneArea = [subPlaneArea; trans(j).VipreChannels{i}.area(k)]; 

        end 

            if subPlaneVoid == zeros(Inf.Nsub,1) 

                summa = [summa; 0]; 

            else 

                summa = [summa; sum(subPlaneVoid)]; 

            end 

        area = [area; sum(subPlaneArea)]; 

    end 

    trans(j).steamArea=summa;                                  

    trans(j).area=area; 

    trans(j).Void = trans(j).steamArea./trans(j).area;             

end 

  

%% QUALITY 

  

% Flow quality: 

  

for k=1:Inf.Nasy 

    system(['grep -Pzo ''.*channel     1(.*\n)*'' vipre' strcat(model,num2str(k)) 

'.out | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Height) '(.*\n)*'' >flowqA' 

strcat(num2str(k),'ch',num2str(1)) '.txt ']); 

    system(['awk ''{while($11~/^[0-9]/) {print $11;getline};exit}''  flowqA' 

strcat(num2str(k),'ch',num2str(1)) '.txt > flowqualityA' num2str(k) 'ch1.txt']); 

    FlowQ = load(strcat('flowqualityA',num2str(k),'ch1.txt')); 

    FlowQ(end) = []; 
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    trans(k).VipreChannels{1}.flowQuality = FlowQ; 

    system(['rm ''flowqualityA' num2str(k) 'ch1.txt''']); 

end 

     

  

for k=1:Inf.Nasy 

for i=2:Inf.Nsub 

system(['grep -Pzo ''.*channel(.*\n)*'' flowqA' strcat(num2str(k),'ch',num2str(i-

1)) '.txt | grep -Pzo ''^\s*' num2str(Inf.Height) '(.*\n)*'' >flowqA' 

strcat(num2str(k),'ch',num2str(i)) '.txt ']); 

system(['awk ''{while($11~/^[0-9]/) {print $11;getline};exit}'' flowqA' 

strcat(num2str(k),'ch',num2str(i)) '.txt > flowqualityA' 

strcat(num2str(k),'ch',num2str(i)) '.txt']); 

FlowQ = load(strcat('flowqualityA',num2str(k),'ch',num2str(i),'.txt')); 

FlowQ(end) = []; 

trans(k).VipreChannels{i}.flowQuality = FlowQ; 

system(['rm ''flowqA' strcat(num2str(k),'ch',num2str(i-1)) '.txt''']); 

system(['rm ''flowqualityA' strcat(num2str(k),'ch',num2str(i)) '.txt''']); 

end 

end 

  

for i=1:Inf.Nasy 

    for k=1:Inf.Nsub     

    trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.FlowQSteamflow = 

(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.flowQuality).*(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.Mflow); 

    end 

end 

  

% Thermodynamic quality: 

%  

for i=1:Inf.Nasy 

    for k=1:Inf.Nsub     

    trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.Totflow = 

(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.FlowQSteamflow)./(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.quality); 

    end 

end 

  

%Total steam flowrate [kg/s] for every sub-plane (100) per assembly and Total 

flowrate of a plane: 

  

for j=1:Inf.Nasy 

    for k=1:Inf.Nods 

        for i=1:Inf.Nsub 

            subSteamRate(i) = trans(j).VipreChannels{i}.FlowQSteamflow(k); 

            subminTotflow(i) = trans(j).VipreChannels{i}.Totflow(k); 

            subFlowRate(i) = trans(j).VipreChannels{i}.Mflow(k); 

        end 

        TotSteamRate(k) = sum(subSteamRate); 

        TotminTotflow(k) = sum(subminTotflow); 

        TotFlowRate(k) = sum(subFlowRate); 

    end 

    trans(j).TotSteamRate = TotSteamRate; 

    trans(j).TotminTotflow = TotminTotflow; 

    trans(j).TotFlowRate=TotFlowRate; 

    trans(j).QualityFlow = (trans(j).TotSteamRate)./trans(j).TotFlowRate; 

    trans(j).QualityThermo = (trans(j).TotSteamRate)./trans(j).TotminTotflow; 

end 

  

  

%% Assemblies divided in 2x2 VOID 

  

%Channels: 

CH ={[1:4 8:12 17:21 26:30 35:39],[4:7 12:16 21:25 30:34 39:43],[35:39 44:48 53:57 

62:66 71:74],[39:43 48:52 57:61 66:70 74:77]}; 

  

C = {[1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 1 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .25],[.5 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 

1 .5 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 1 .25 .5 .5 .5 .5],[.5 .5 .5 .5 .25 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 

1 1 .5 1 1 1 .5],[.25 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1 1 .5 1 1 1]}; 
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% Div. Void: 

  

for l=1:Inf.Nasy    

    for j=1:4 

        SArea = []; 

        for k=1:Inf.Nods 

            subPlaneVoid = [];  

            for i=1:length(CH{1}) 

                subPlaneVoid = [subPlaneVoid; 

trans(l).VipreChannels{CH{j}(i)}.voidSubarea(k).*C{j}(i)]; 

            end 

            SArea = [SArea; sum(subPlaneVoid)]; 

        end 

        trans(l).DivVoid.(strcat('Div',num2str(j))) = SArea./(trans(1).area(1)/4); 

    end 

end 

  

% Avg. from Div. Void: 

  

for j=1:Inf.Nasy 

    summa = zeros(length(trans(j).DivVoid.Div1),1); 

for i=1:4 

    summa = summa+trans(j).DivVoid.(strcat('Div',num2str(i))); 

end 

    trans(j).AvgVoid = summa./4; 

end 

  

%% Assemblies divided in 2x2 QUALITY 

  

%DivMassflow, DivStmflow, DivQuality 

  

for l=1:Inf.Nasy    

    for j=1:4 

        for k=1:Inf.Nods 

            for i=1:length(CH{1}) 

                QualStmFlow(i) = 

trans(l).VipreChannels{CH{j}(i)}.Steamflow(k).*C{j}(i); 

                QualTotFlow(i) = 

trans(l).VipreChannels{CH{j}(i)}.Mflow(k).*C{j}(i); 

            end 

            QualStmFlowSub(k) = sum(QualStmFlow); 

            QualTotFlowSub(k) = sum(QualTotFlow); 

        end 

        trans(l).DivMassflow.(strcat('Div',num2str(j))) = QualTotFlowSub'; 

        trans(l).DivStmflow.(strcat('Div',num2str(j))) = QualStmFlowSub'; 

        trans(l).DivQuality.(strcat('Div',num2str(j))) = 

QualStmFlowSub./QualTotFlowSub; 

    end 

end 

  

% Avg quality in Vipre: 

  

for j=1:Inf.Nasy 

    stmsumma = zeros(length(trans(j).DivStmflow.Div1),1); 

    totsumma = zeros(length(trans(j).DivMassflow.Div1),1); 

    for i=1:4 

        stmsumma = stmsumma+trans(j).DivStmflow.(strcat('Div',num2str(i))); 

        totsumma = totsumma+trans(j).DivMassflow.(strcat('Div',num2str(i))); 

    end 

    trans(j).AvgQuality = stmsumma./totsumma; 

end 

  

%% Spacers 

  

for j=1:Inf.Nasy 

    spacer = []; 

    in = find(trans(j).VipreChannels{1}.spacer ~= 0); 
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    for i=in 

        spacer = [spacer trans(j).VipreChannels{1}.znode(in)]; 

    end 

    trans(j).spacer = spacer; 

end 

  

%% Void rodlevel 

  

  

for i=1:Inf.Nasy 

    for k=1:Inf.Nsub   

        [~,n]=size(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.perim); 

        PerimVapor = []; 

        for j=1:n 

            PerimVapor = [PerimVapor 

(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.VF).*(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.perim(:,j))]; 

        end 

        trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.PerimVapor = PerimVapor; 

    end 

end 

  

for i=1:Inf.Nasy 

    for j=1:Inf.Rods 

        subVapor = []; 

        perim = []; 

        RodCh = []; 

        for k=1:Inf.Nsub 

            if ismember(j,trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.rods)==1 

               ind = find(trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.rods==j); 

               subVapor = [subVapor trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.PerimVapor(:,ind)]; 

               perim = [perim trans(i).VipreChannels{k}.perim(:,ind)]; 

               RodCh = [RodCh k]; 

            end 

        end 

        trans(i).RODS(j).CH = RodCh; 

        trans(i).RODS(j).PERIM = sum(perim,2); 

        trans(i).RODS(j).STMPERIM = sum(subVapor,2); 

        trans(i).RODS(j).VOID = trans(i).RODS(j).STMPERIM./trans(i).RODS(j).PERIM; 

    end 

end 

 

 




